
Battleship Iowa Enlisted Crew Galley Exhibit Proposal 

 

Project Purpose- To bring to life the enlisted crew galley in a way that helps to inform our 

visitors as to what day to day life was like for the crew that worked in that space. 

 

Phase 1 Crew’s Galley- The first phase of this project will simulate an active crew’s galley and 

starboard side serving line.  

 

The serving line will present a menu reflective of an average day aboard the ship. The exhibit 

team aboard Battleship Iowa will determine which foods best represent an average meal aboard 

the ship by interviewing former crew and looking at archived menus. These props foods will also 

include the different cheese cakes and other dessert items that would have gone in the dessert 

case. 

 

Prop food will be produced by volunteer artists, and in some cases purchased from commercial 

vendors, to simulate the different food items in their pans/dishes on the serving line. The galley 

space will be stocked with various food items and utensils as if there was cooking being done at 

that moment. The visible food warmers and ovens will be lit so that they appear to be working, 

and will be stocked with additional trays of prop food. 

 

Aroma/scent generators will be purchased to pump the smell of coffee and fresh bread 

throughout the galley and mess spaces. Speakers will be added and a soundtrack created or 

purchased that simulates the sounds of a working galley. 

 

The highlight of the exhibit will be a holographic projection wall located half-way across the 

galley space to make it appear that the other side of the galley is active. Projection technologies 

we are currently exploring include Pro Display’s Clearview Film and 3M Vikuiti Projection Films.  

In addition to this projection wall, we will populate the existing food service areas with faux food, 

smells, and noise to accurately display the area and provide our guests with the feeling of it 

being alive. 

 

Phase 2 Bakery- The bakery will feature a number of different prop baked goods on display.  

 

Bread, cinnamon rolls, and pies, will be displayed both in the oven and cooling on racks. Ovens 

will be lit in a way that makes them appear to be working. The plan is to produce these items in 

house, however when necessary commercially available products will be used. 

 

A sheet cake in honor of the US Navy Supply Corps birthday will be produced and displayed on 

the table. The Iowa crew were somewhat famous for their large sheet cakes and we have 

several photos to work with in recreating some of that work in the bakery. 

 

The smell of freshly baked bread will be installed through scent emitters throughout the space. 

 

 



Phase 3 Vegetable Prep Room- The vegetable prep room, located directly across from the 

crew’s galley and serving line, will be the final phase of this project.  

 

The vegetable prep room will be stocked with various fresh and canned fruits and vegetables. 

The plan is to produce these items in house, however when necessary commercially available 

products will be used. These food items will be staged in various stages of preparation including 

while being sliced and diced, and in pans or containers after being cut. 


